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Introduction 

If there is one word to describe G2E 2022 it would
be innovation.

While this may sound cliché when describing one
of the largest tradeshows in an industry that
depends on the continued evolution of games
and products, it is true. Companies are putting
their “money where their mouth is,” to use
another cliché, with investments in the latest
technology and acquisitions of content studios.

This will be on full display at G2E, not only for
traditional slot game content, but for hardware,
tables, virtual sports, systems and payments.

What we now call cross-platform gaming will be
apparent across the tradeshow floor, taking
content and technology that was once only
available on traditional slot floors and bringing it
to iGaming, sports betting and even growing
segments of historical horse racing and
distributed gaming as companies look to grow
brand loyalty in the ever-expanding world of
gaming.

Historical Horse Racing and distributed gaming
are taking up larger footprints of the tradeshow
floor than ever before, which is appropriate given
the continued expansion of both of those
segments.

A theme from the last several G2Es is “cashless”
and this year’s show appears to be the precipice
of wider acceptance from the casino industry on
traditional gaming floors in the wake of long-term
COVID protocols with the latest innovations in this
realm taking center stage.

Sports betting and iGaming, once small and future
products for traditional, major suppliers, are now
full-fledged segments with dedicated space and
teams to showcase the latest products in the
growing US market.

Lastly, the post-COVID world has made another
trend at G2E apparent – most of what will be
showcased will be on casino floors by mid-2023.
This appears to largely to be an effort to help
operators budget replacement cycles on a shorter
timeline.

Fantini Research is also back at G2E, and while
much of the content will be the same, it is a
different company than it was in 2021.

During the first week of 2022, Fantini Research
was acquired by long-time partner Eilers & Krejcik
Gaming, with which it co-produces the EILERS-
FANTINI Slot Survey, EILERS-FANTINI Game
Performance Database and other associated
reports.

Founder and Publisher Emeritus Frank Fantini will
once again conduct our CEO One-On-One
interviews in which the industry’s leaders discuss
trends, plans for their companies, and their must-
see products.

Also returning will be our product demo videos in
which we highlight for you many of those must-
see products and show you how they work.

Continued on Next Page



Of course, all of what we produce comes at a cost,
and we thank our sponsors who make our
productions possible, starting with Global
Presenting Sponsor GLI.

Joining for the first time as the sponsor of this Pre-
G2E Guide and the G2E At-Booth Product Demos
is Agilysys. IGT and Ainsworth have also returned
as major sponsors, and they, with the rest of our
supporters are highlighted on the following page.
And this year we have a new type of sponsorship,
Advantage Sponsors that include Inspired,
Interblock and Catena Media.

The Pre-G2E Guide is designed to help you plan
your visit to the show and serve as an overview of
each company’s exhibit with major themes and
trends.

We look forward to seeing you there. 

Ashley Diem
Publisher, Fantini Research
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Special Thanks
G2E 2022 At-Booth Product Demo Video Series

Sponsor

ABOUT AGILYSYS

Agilysys has been a leader in hospitality software for more than 40 years,
delivering innovative cloud-native SaaS and on-premise guest-centric technology
solutions for gaming, hotels, resorts and cruise, corporate foodservice
management, restaurants, universities, healthcare, and sports and entertainment.
Agilysys offers the most comprehensive software solutions in the industry,
including point-of-sale (POS), property management (PMS), inventory and
procurement, payments, and related applications, to manage the entire guest
journey. Agilysys is known for its leadership in hospitality, its broad product
offerings and its customer-centric service. During recent years, Agilysys has made
major investments in R&D and has successfully modernized virtually all their
longstanding trusted software solutions. Some of the largest hospitality companies
around the world use Agilysys solutions to help improve guest loyalty, drive
revenue growth and increase operational efficiencies. Agilysys operates across the
Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia-Pacific, and India with headquarters
located in Alpharetta, GA



2022-23 FANTINI SPONSORS

G2E 2022 At-Booth Product Demo 
Video Series Sponsor

Global Presenting Sponsor

Advantage Sponsors

CEO Sponsor
Insights and G2E One-on-One Series

Sponsor of Your Morning Coffee podcast

G2E Trade Show News 
and Global Trade Show News

Fantini's Gaming Show Sponsor



When it comes to gaming testing and compliance, GLI’s global expertise and accessibility do more 
than keep your projects moving ahead of pace. Our experience and knowledge in iGaming, sports 
betting, and cybersecurity will take you to your next level of success.

gaminglabs.com
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In its first G2E as an exhibitor, Acres
Manufacturing will showcase Cashless
Casino, which is powered by its Acres
Foundation technology.

This is the industry’s only solution capable
of processing both real-time gaming data
and conducting cashless transfers to and
from any slot machine or table game, the
company said.

Acres’ efforts to innovate solutions that
enable a more intuitive adoption of
cashless gaming technology will help set
the stage for the option of a completely
cashless casino gaming floor within a few
years which will eliminate cash handling
expenses and drive a better overall player
experience, Acres continued.  

Early deployments of Foundations’ cashless
gaming have proven that players increase
their play and visitation by more than 20
percent, it said.

Booth#4211 

Cashless Casino addresses the challenges
of implementing the technology on old
casino management systems, with
installation happening within about 15
weeks.



Over time, casinos can migrate all system
functionality to Foundation and remove the
existing casino management system
without any disruption to their loyalty,
reporting or analytics programs, resulting in
millions of dollars saved annually in
hardware and maintenance fees, Acres
said.    

Along with the Cashless Casino App, Acres
will showcase Precision Bonusing which is
an industry-unique solution allowing
operators to quickly create custom bonuses
and deploy them to any specific slot
machine.  

Incredibly flexible configuration options and
tight integration to the Cashless Casino,
Precision Bonusing dramatically enhances
player engagement and grows gaming
revenues by allowing casinos to create
unique, targeted player offers at any time,
regardless of the player’s physical location,
the company said.

Acres will be on site to demo these
experiences first hand at Booth 4211.
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 Cashless Casino
 Foundation
 Precision Bonusing

Must–See Products
1.
2.
3.

 

Casino operators are increasingly
expressing wide-scale interest in deploying
cashless gaming technology. However,
implementing cashless gaming quickly
becomes a burdensome, do-it-yourself
project for operators, Acres said.

Cashless Casino works on any slot machine
or table game, including those connected
to casino management systems from
Aristocrat, IGT, Konami and Light &
Wonder. 

These legacy casino management solutions
continue to account for play and loyalty
data, while Foundation processes the
entire machine event stream in real-time,
resulting in over a thousand times more
data being provided to the casino.  
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Booth #1253

SPECTRA UR43

G2E for AGS will be an ode to its
transformation over the last six years to a
company that now offers a diverse range of
products from Class II and Class III slots to
tables, shufflers and interactive games.

For slots, AGS will have three main areas of
focus at G2E:

1. The launch of its first-ever high
denomination three-reel video slot Mega
Diamond, which is currently out in test
locations. Mega Diamond is available on the
Orion Curve cabinet in multi-
denominations, and while it uses classic
symbols, traditional BARs and 7s, can come
with sub-symbol multipliers. Flames engulf
the screen as players get closer to hot
progressive wins to create high
anticipation.

2. A new cabinet, Spectra UR43, will debut
at G2E. This is an evolution of AGS’ Orion
Portrait and features a 43 inch ultra HD 4K
upright portrait monitor and game-
controlled lighting. It will debut with a
collection of AGS’ games including new
titles Triple Coin Treasures and Prize Spin
and derivatives of AGS’ favorite game
families Legends of Imperial 88, Rakin’
Bacon! and 888 Tian Lun. The cabinet will
be available for Class II, Class III and
historical horse racing markets. 
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BONUS SPIN XTREME FOR CRAPS

MEGA DIAMOND ON ORION CURVE

3. An expanded library of premium games
on the Starwall and Orion Curve spanning
Class II, Class III and historical horse racing.
Examples include River Dragons and Rakin’
Bacon!

AGS will also showcase its table games and
Pax S Shuffler. 

Six months into its rollout, AGS said the
shuffler is proving to be reliable and fits the
form factors operators are looking for in
specialty table game pits. 

Pax S has features including card recall
which is used in the event of dealer errors
and cards that get shuffled between hands
so there is always a deck in play and a deck
ready in the shuffler.

PAX S SHUFFLER



For tables, one of the top products on
display for AGS will be the latest expansion
of its Bonus product line Bonus Spin
Xtreme for Craps. 

Once all bets are placed, Bonus Spin
Xtreme selects a target point from available
numbers 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10. If the shooter
establishes the target number on the
come-out roll and makes that point, the
Wheel Spin is triggered.

If a 7 or 11 is rolled on the come-out roll,
the wagers remain in place for the next roll.
If a 2, 3, or 12 is rolled, or if any point other
than the target point is rolled, the wagers
lose. Bonus Spin Xtreme for Craps can link
to all table games on the casino floor. 

 Spectra UR43
 Bonus Spin Xtreme for
Craps
Mega Diamond on Orion
Curve

Must–See Products

1.
2.

3.
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AGS’ interactive offerings will also be on
display, including some new interactive
table game content.

In terms of logistics, the booth this year will
be slightly larger, with more than 50 slot
games on display vs. 34 last year. 
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Ainsworth will showcase a step forward in
its game development efforts at G2E. 

The company will display nearly 100
products, including new content for the 
 Class III, Class II, Historical Horse Racing
and Interactive markets.

Highlighting the exhibit will be a trio of
Linked Progressive offerings – Treasure
Spirits, Ca$h Stacks Gold and Ultra Shot.
All three series will make their North
American debuts after showing strong
performance indicators in Australia, the
company said. 

Each offers a Hold ‘n Stack or symbol
collection feature, multi-denomination
packaging starting at a penny, and
improved gameplay experience on the A-
STAR Curve cabinet.

The games are the result of significant
changes in Ainsworth’s research and
development approach that includes an
overhaul of games’ sight, sound, and
action. 

Booth# 1259A

GRAND LEGACY ON A-STAR DUAL

Last year the company announced the
addition of Chief Product Officer David
Bollesen, and has subsequently added
new game development talent to
oversee studios in Sydney and Las
Vegas. 



Ainsworth will also display new content for
its premium A-STAR Curve XL hardware
such as Cash Attack, a three-reel
persistent state title and Dollar King, a
series built around the recognizable
Ainsworth High-Denom content.

Visitors will also be able to explore new
and legacy games built for the A-STAR
Dual and A-STAR Slant Top hardware.

Ainsworth’s dual monitor cabinets target
the biggest players on casino floors with
top-performing titles such as Thunder
Cash and Eagle Bucks, as well as new High
Denomination games Grand and Royal
Legacy.
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Treasure Spirits 3-Pack
 Cash Attack on A-STAR CURVE XL
Grand Legacy on A-STAR DUAL and A-
STAR Slant

Must–See Products
1.
2.
3.

 

TREASURE SPIRITS 

CASH ATTACK ON A-STAR CURVE XL
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Booth #1133

Aristocrat is coming to G2E with the most
new content it has ever had. The booth will
feature 100 percent never-before-seen for-
sale games and 68 percent never-before-
seen leased content.

This G2E is the fruits of Aristocrat’s
investments in content, the company said,
and all games showcased are expected to
be released in the next six months.

A highlight of the booth will be a section
dedicated to its NFL products which
includes core slots and some yet-to-be-
announced innovations. Aristocrat signed
an exclusive global licensed agreement
with the NFL earlier this year.

The newest cabinet from Aristocrat, MarsX
Flex, will be on full display with the latest
iteration of its Buffalo family, Buffalo Strike.

Other examples of Aristocrat’s innovation
that will be on display are the next
evolution of its historical horse racing
games, VLTs and for the first-time ever at
G2E, its RMG products.

JACKPOT CARNIVAL

This follows the announcement Aristocrat
is buying UK-based content supplier Roxor
Gaming, which is already live in New Jersey
with its iGaming offering. That acquisition is
expected to close in the first quarter of
next year. 
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Must–See
Products

 
1. Jackpot Carnival is a carnival-themed
group of games with player-selectable
multi-denominations that includes free-
game features such as a hammer smash,
clown skeeball, and other carnival
themes. Launch base games include
Buffalo, Timber Wolf, and Power of 88, a
true base game that has stacked reveals.
2. Cashman Double Bingo on the
MarsX Upright. This game has two
bingo cards that doubles players’ cash-
on-reels chase. Plus, a win on one
bingo card does not reset the other,
giving players something additional to
look forward to, even after a big win.
3. Silver Dollar Shoot Out Diamond
on the Arc Double cabinet and a Class
II version of the hit game Express
Luxury Line, which builds on the
success of Silver Dollar Shoot Out on
the Helix XT and is a premium game
with enhanced features and a new,
larger cabinet.

CASHMAN DOUBLE BINGO

SILVER DOLLAR SHOOTOUT
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Aruze Gaming says its charging into G2E
with promising momentum through 2022
and into 2023 and a theme that is a
continuation from the prior year,
“Innovation is our Tradition.”

Activ-Play™ games, such as its spin on the
arcade classic Go Go Claw, allow the
player to actively participate and offer
instant winnings through classic games.

Activ-Play™ is growing at a rapid pace, with
more exciting news to come at G2E, Aruze
said.

Go Go Claw uses an arcade-style claw to
allow the gambler to try and grab a prize
ball. Once the gambler places a bet, the
prize is selected and will be no less than
four times the initial bet. 

The player then tries to maneuver the
claw to pick up a cash ball and drop it in
the prize box. The game is perceived as
skill.

Go Go Claw has three titles: Cash Grab,
Gold Bars and Dream Prize. There will be
two additional titles announced at the
show this year.

Booth #2659

GO GO CLAW

On display will also be the Muso Triple-32
cabinet. 

The three 32-inch LCD monitors allow for
Aruze’s exclusive titles to jump off the
screen and the honeycomb LED lights
create a visual experience that can only be
found from the T-32, Aruze said. The
cabinet has a new face design and button
deck.
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A revitalization of Aruze’s Shoot to Win
Craps will also be at G2E. The game is an
immersive experience through interactive
play and upgraded visuals.

Beyond the casino floor, Aruze continues
to grow its presence in the iGaming sector
of which the company now has 24 titles
available in New Jersey.

Aruze is actively working on expanding to
other states and beyond the US border to
Canada, Europe and Asia. 

Altogether, Aruze continues to combine
innovative and unique ways of engaging
players with attractive, state of the art
cabinets to create an unparalleled gaming
experience, the company said. 

G2E is an exciting time for everyone in the
gaming industry and Aruze is thrilled to
showcase 2022’s momentum, as well as
some exciting new products at the show. 

MUSO TRIPLE-32 

SHOOT TO WIN CRAPS

  Activ-Play™
 Muso Triple-32 cabinet 
 Go Go Claw

Must–See Products
 

1.
2.
3.



BUTLER
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For AXES, the most important component
of G2E is connecting with clients and
thanking them for their business, CEO Earle
Hall said.

It is also an opportunity to meet and greet
partners, friends of AXES, and loyal
followers to renew our friendships and find
synergies for the coming year, he said.

AXES will also do as many product demos
as it is able to educate on the future of the
industry.

Looking ahead, AXES says this is the year
for Tribal America and the company will
enter many tribal markets in the USA. G2E
is the official kick-off for this initiative that
sees the company welcoming entire USA-
based teams for compliance, sales and
marketing. 

AXES’ goal this year is to educate and
integrate with its solutions that the
company says are safer, cheaper, and
higher performing when compared to
traditional systems and technology. 

Booth #2844
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Must–See Products
1. Media Platform. This platform replaces
its current cashless screens with a high
resolution, interactive screen that will be
used for its entire cashless platform and
for its media platform as well. AXES
connected this screen to broadcast
cashless information (cash in, cash out,
card balances, app balances), loyalty and
engagement information (rewards, promos
and player’s club information and activity)
as well as being directly linked with major
ad platforms to generate revenue for
clients with high quality, interactive
publicity. 

2. Cashless. This year AXES will
demonstrate a seamless open to closed
loop transaction with partners Flexia and
Bluberi. Whether it be to create a player’s
account, link it with a bank account or
credit card, transport funds to the machine
and around the casino, AXES will show how
cashless should be done with a player’s
card or a player’s app, in real-time, the
company said.

kashME

3. Loyalty and Engagement. AXES has had
loyalty and engagement since 2011, and
now has extended its solution to all its
cashless platforms. AXES’ marketing
campaigns app is now linked to the KashME
point of sale platform and its kiosk solution. 

In short, AXES’ cashless platform and loyalty
and engagement platform tracks, rewards,
and recognizes players in real-time. There
will also be some enhancements that will be
surprises for clients revealed during demos
at G2E. 

CASHLESS BUNDLE
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Booth #2840

Eclipse Gaming Systems, a slot hardware
and game content provider exclusively to
tribal casinos, will showcase approximately
30 new games at G2E.

With a focus on its theme, Making An
Impact, Eclipse will highlight a number of
new games and game families, along with
its IMPACT™ line of slot cabinets that
includes the IMPACT 49™, IMPACT 43™, and
IMPACT 27™. 

One game family on display will be Cash
Arcade™, debuting with The Big Shake
Neon™ and The Big Shake Carnival™
(shortlisted for the Global Gaming Awards
‘Product Innovation of the Year).

These nostalgic 1980s-themed games offer
an innovative arcade-style coin-pusher
feature and a perceived skill bonus that
challenges and excites players, the
company said.

Another showcase will be the Jackpot
series, highlighted by Tick Tock Jackpot™,
which was shortlisted for the Global
Gaming Awards ‘Slot of the Year’. 

 

BIG SHAKE NEON
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 Jackpot Series
 Cash Arcade
 The Spin Big family

Must–See Products
1.
2.
3.

These 5x8 reel games feature the
Countdown Pick Bonus, which adds rapid
action as players scramble to beat the
clock to pick the best symbols and create
chain reactions that explode to reveal
prizes.

The Hold & Spin bonus and expanding
reels give players even more opportunities
to win big. Games in this family on display
at G2E include Tick Tock Jackpot, Mucho
Grande Jackpot™, and Sky High Jackpot™. 

SPIN BIG MARDIS GRASTICK TOCK MUCHO GRANDE JACKPOT

Also at the show will be The Spin Big™
family, debuting with Spin Big Gears of
Wealth™, Spin Big Galaxy™, and Spin Big
Mardi Gras™, which all featuring the Buy-A-
Spin Big Wheel Bonus, free games with
retriggers, and a pick’em feature.

Operators can bank these games together
for a symbiotic play experience as players
watch the giant wheel spin to award free
games, credit prizes, and multi-level
progressives.



In games, the Player Classic Signature
three-reel mechanical cabinet that
launched in March will be showcased. The
latest Rocky & Bullwinkle game will debut
on the Skyline Revolve cabinet, as Everi will
continue to beef up both its premium
licensed offering and theme bandwidth
and brand extensions. 

TournEvent and its latest updates like
TournEvent Now will be showcased.
TournEvent Now allows operators to offer
on-the-fly tournaments with gamblers at
the slots they are already playing on and
removing the need to reserve specific
banks of games for events. 

Everything at Everi’s booth will be available
within the coming months.
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EVRIThing.

Everi is using this word as the theme for its
showcase at G2E to represent its only
position as the only manufacturer that can
offer products for all aspects of the casino
floor.

Overall, Everi will be exhibiting how it is
driving its business forward with innovation
and investment in its products in the
gaming, FinTech and iGaming segments,
the company said.

Products displayed at G2E will include the
latest generation of its Digital
Neighborhood products like cashless,
loyalty and AML, a new cabinet Dynasty
Vue, new game content and new products
categories like distributed gaming and
historical horse racing post acquisition of
HHR game developer Intuicode Gaming.

For FinTech, some of the updates on
display will be a cage automation tool for
slot route operators, self-service kiosk
solutions with ecash the Australia-based
financial payment provider it recently
acquired and an update to the loyalty form
factor called Prelude. 

Booth #1150
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 Super Fiesta - Empire Arena™. Super
Fiesta releases with two Mexican style
gambler centric base games – Super
Fiesta Carnaval De Oro™ and Super
Fiesta Gran Noche™. Both games
showcase a number of bonuses and
ways to win big, including: the pinata
bonus that’s accompanied by licensed
rhythmic dance music, the spin again
wheel, and sticky wild respin. .  

Must–See Products
 

1.

 

SUPER FIESTA - EMPIRE ARENA

 2. CashClub Wallet® is a mobile digital
wallet that enables casino operators to
offer their guests the option of cashless
and contactless funding of electronic game
play across the casino floor, using
traditional, alternative, and mobile
technologies. Integrating and extending
cashless payments throughout the gaming
enterprise, Everi’s digital CashClub Wallet®
technology can be used for funding at the
gaming device, payments at the point of
sale, online to fund sports betting or social
gaming, as well as to fund retail, hotel, and
food/beverage at checkout.

3. Dynasty Vue™ . Launching in early 2023,
Dynasty Vue™ is unique in that its custom
display enables Everi’s designers to create
game mechanics that one would see on a
portrait cabinet, while providing the sight
lines comparable to a dual-screen cabinet,
and the functionality and integrated base
of a slant top cabinet. Dynasty Vue™ will
debut with four launch families consisting
of seven distinct games including the
Combo Cash Series, Money Slam Series,
Wild Wheel Series, and Everi’s first multi-
game product High Rollin’ Gems Series.
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Galaxy Gaming is “Creating Table Games
for Everyone, Everywhere” and will
showcase its wide breadth of content at
this year’s G2E.

Galaxy will have the most new content it
has ever had and new technologies aimed
at bringing its content to different
channels. That includes the in-house
production of some of Galaxy’s own digital
games, supplementing the company’s
continued licensing of its IP to partners.

Booth #4016

Those in-house games will be launching by
late third quarter or early fourth quarter. 

3 Dice Baccarat offers three different
versions of playing baccarat, with a dice
shaker, automatic dice shaker or random
number generated. The game eliminates
the need for cards, saving costs for
operators that pay up to $100 per day for
baccarat cards. 

Split to Double Blackjack will also be
present, which Galaxy calls the highest
action blackjack in the pit. 
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Unlike standard blackjack, there is no
hitting. Instead, players have the option to
split, double down, stand or surrender. 

Galaxy will also exhibit the Galaxy
Operating System, a next-generation
system that allows for progressives and
analytics and the tracking of bets on
roulette and craps. The system is currently
live in the UK, with Carnival Cruises and in
Las Vegas. 

The company’s booth will be the same size
as prior years but will have a brand new
look and feel.  

 Split to Double Blackjack
 3 Dice Baccarat
 Galaxy Operating System

Must–See
Products

 
1.
2.
3.
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Gaming Arts will have its largest booth in
company history as it showcases 25 new
titles this year.

This comes after the company launched 28
new titles since the beginning of the year
and expects to have 65 titles by year-end. 

 

 

Booth #1853

While the booth will have a heavy focus on
slots, it will still have Keno and bingo and
will also feature its historical horse racing
games with the company having refined
and doubled its efforts in the segment and
offering a much larger product by year-end.
Additionally, Gaming Arts will have a
product in the HHR segment that it believes
no one else has, CEO Mike Dreitzer said.

BRIAN CHRISTOPHER'S POP'N PAYS MORE! KUNG FU EMPRESS
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For slots, the Brian Christopher game Brian
Christopher Pop’N Pays More! will be on
display with influencer Brian Christopher
himself being present at the show.

The slot has performed well in the EILERS-
FANTINI Game Performance database
between two and four times house
average. It is specifically doing well in Las
Vegas, Arizona and Minnesota. 

Brian Christopher's Pop N' Pays More!
 Kung Fu Empress
 Casino Wizard VIP

Must–See Products
1.
2.
3.

 

Kung Fu Empress offers what the company
said is amazing graphics and pleasing
visuals, designed to easily catch the eye. 
 
Casino Wizard VIP, Gaming Arts’ electronic
table game, offers eight games in one
cabinet on the VertX Grand, including four
classic titles with poker derivatives. The
product debuted in September at Sycuan
Casino in California. 

As for the show itself, Gaming Arts expects
great attendance and more of a normal
G2E seen before COVID. 

All products being showcased at G2E are
available for purchase.  

CASINO WIZARD VIP
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At this year’s G2E, IGT will once again 
show that it is committed to its increasing
investments in premium products, a theme
echoed from last year’s show. 

In particular, IGT will be heavily investing
into multi-level progressives following
strong success in the segment this year.

Prosperity Link will highlight IGT’s multi-
level progressive segment with the base
games Dian Shi Cheng Jin and Ri Jin Dou Jin. 

Among Core Video, IGT will have more than
40 unique games at its booth with exciting
evolutions of legacy games including
another version of Lucky Larry Lobster
Mania and Rich Girl, which was initially
released nearly 20 years ago.

A highlight for Core Video will be Fortune
Owl on the PeakDual 27 cabinet, which will
be out to market in the first quarter. 

Core Mechanical Reel games will be
highlighted on the DiamondRS cabinet,
which launched in July to strong
performance, the company said. 

Booth #3659

FORTUNE OWL ON PEAKDUAL 27

The cabinet currently offers 16 titles
including Pinball Double Gold, Red Hot
Tamales! Pinata Bash and Double Top
Dollar. 

For systems, IGT will showcase the
IntelligenEVO, the next generation VLT
system. Benefits include new architecture,
a new database setup that provides access
to significantly more game data and new
user interfaces. 
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IGT will also exhibit the Haywire Poker
Tournament video poker product with
Power Deals technology. This deals 2 to 16
hands in the background, with the best of
those hands being presented to the player
as their initial hand. Haywire Poker
Tournament is set to launch in November. 

For cashless, IGT will showcase the Resort
Wallet and IGTPay, the fully integrated
cashless solution with external funding that
is live at casinos in Las Vegas and
Oklahoma, with additional deployments on
the horizon. 

Finally, IGT will showcase the first hybrid
baccarat product of electronic table games,
which allows players to play live and
random-number generated games. 

DIan Shi Cheng Jin 
Fortune Owl on PeakDual 27
DiamondRS

Must–See Products
 

1.
2.
3.

 

DIAN SHI CHENG JIN 

DIAMONDRS
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Incredible Technologies will bring back the
“Make Your Move” theme to G2E this year,
the same theme as last year, as the
company is now finding its footing with the
Prism VXP cabinet that has a stand-apart
feature of moving hardware components. 

The cabinet Incredible now offers a full flex
of content. A centerpiece of its G2E
showcase will be the Prism VXP Elite
Package, which has more integrated game
features on the monitors and more game
content. 

 

 

Booth #4047

Dragon Rush is the first game family
designed for the cabinet with its own
product pipeline coming next summer.
There will be all new content designed
specifically for the Elite Package. 

Incredible will also showcase Ultra Rush
Gold Bingwen and Wēi Yí on the Prism VXP
cabinet which is the next generation of the
Ultra Rush brand. The games feature a
bonus that triggers the cabinet to extend
upward to make space for additional rows
of grids that go towards a towering bonus.   

DRAGON RUSH ON 
PRISM VXP

ULTRA RUSH GOLD
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Incredible is also bringing electronic table
games with its Grand Crystal 2 that will
feature roulette and craps, and what
Incredible calls “something to the industry
that has never been done before.” 

Incredible is currently live in four casinos
with class III electronic table games. 

For the first time ever, Incredible will have
its first historical horse racing games at the
booth, moving its most successful Class III
games to historical horse racing markets.   

 Dragon Rush on Prism VXP 
 Ultra Rush Gold on Prism VXP
Grand Crystal 2 ETG cabinet

Must–See Products
1.
2.
3.

The booth will be in the same spot this year
but will be slightly larger to accommodate
more products and the new segments.
Additional attendance is expected this year
compared to last with Incredible
anticipating more international customers,
specifically from France. 

ELECTRONIC ROULETTE ON 
GRAND CRYSTAL 2
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“There is a lot to be excited about with our
upcoming portfolio of content and
solutions in iGaming, iLottery and Virtual
Sports,” Inspired said ahead of G2E.

Inspired recently signed a multi-year
contract with the Major League Baseball
Players Alumni Association for the
worldwide commercial use of the names,
brands, images, personas and likenesses
of MLBPAA members and other legendary
players such as Babe Ruth, Cecil Fielder
and Mickey Mantle. 

As such, Inspired will offer virtual sports
games where players can watch some of
these legends step up to bat against each
other in the Home Run Shootout Legends
game, both online and retail. These games
combine award-winning visual effects with
the latest in motion capture technology,
and they really bring the MLBPAA greats to
life, the company said.
 
Inspired has developed what it calls the
latest must-have, must-play, innovative
free Spin bonus mechanics for its gaming
and iGaming games: Big Bonus and Big
Spin Bonus. 

Booth #4130

BIG BONUS AND BIG SPIN BONUS
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The Big Bonus mechanic, now offered in
many of Inspired’s retail and iGaming
games, was released in August 2020 and
quickly earned loyal, active players, the
company said. Big Bonus awards unlimited
Free Spins until the player wins the trigger
amount in a single spin. The trigger amount
is determined at the start of the bonus
feature with a pick me feature. To trigger
the Big Bonus feature, three scatter
symbols or more must be in view. Once the
bonus is activated, all bonus symbols will
transform into a Big Bonus Win Value,
which can be 20x, 25x, 30x, or 50x. Once
the Big Bonus win value has been selected,
the player will be awarded with unlimited
Free Spins with sticky wilds on reels 2 – 6.
The aim of the bonus is to keep spinning
and collecting wins until the Big Bonus win
value or more is achieved in a single spin.

The Big Spin Bonus mechanic uses a
format similar to Big Bonus — released in
June 2021, it quickly became Inspired’s
highest-performing iGaming feature. Entry
into the bonus is the same as Big Bonus,
but instead of selecting a Big Bonus Win
value, the player must select a number of
Big Spins to play with (between 1 and 5 Big
Spins can be awarded). A Big Spin is a spin
that awards a win of 20x stake or more.
The aim of the bonus is to keep spinning
and collecting wins until the player reaches
the chosen number of Big Spins. 

 Big Spin Bonus
 Home Run Shootout
 Big Bonus

Must–See Products
1.
2.
3.

 

V-PLAY HOME RUN SHOOTOUT

Inspired calls these mechanics are game
changers. Due to player demand, they took
a more dominant place on Inspired’s retail
and iGaming product roadmaps in 2022
and new content leveraging these
mechanics will be showcased at G2E.
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The theme for Interblock’s G2E is “Table
Games Designed for the Future.”

Interblock will introduce over 30 new
products, features, functionalities at G2E
which showcases the focus the company
placed on investing in research and
developing advanced technologies
throughout the course of the pandemic. 

G2E will mark the first time Interblock is
able to showcase much of this
advancement, and as a result, said it will
have more groundbreaking products than
ever before with upgrades to virtually all of
its products on casino floors to help
increase both handle and hold percentage.
This comes alongside a continued
evolution in methods to help reduce
operating expenses for casinos. “Our
ultimate goal was, and will continue to be,
to appeal to and meet the demands of all
demographics to draw players to casinos,”
the company said.

Must-see products include Pick 2 Win
Craps. Interblock’s Pick 2 Win Craps
elevates the gaming experience as the
designated shooter selects which two out
of three, color distinctive dice generators
will produce the result.

Booth #1239

The role of the shooter is assigned after
every “7 out” occurrence and the player
remains the shooter until the next “7 out.”
The optional shutter, covering the shaking
dice, rouses energy and excitement, the
company said. Pick 2 Win Craps is available
as a standalone product and as an
addition to Interblock Stadiums and Pulse
Arenas.

Bonus Wheel Roulette
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PICK TO WIN CRAPS

Next, is Bonus Wheel Roulette. Interblock’s
Bonus Wheel Roulette is a new product
that incorporates the thrill of playing
traditional Roulette with the opportunity
for players to win payouts up to 250 to 1
with its dual wheel bonus system. When
players wager 
on any of the four bonus gems and the ball
lands in the selected bonus gem pocket on
the main wheel, a secondary bonus wheel
will spin to determine the amount of the
bonus payout rewarded to players with
multipliers up to 250 to 1. 

The bonus round occurs approximately 1
in every 10 spins and pays out more than
7x higher than that of a traditional Roulette
wheel, which Interblock says creates a new
level of excitement for roulette players.



Must–See Products
1. Pick 2 Win Craps
2. Bonus Wheel Roulette
3. Live Dual Roulette ETG pit 

Lasty, Live Dual Roulette ETG Pit. In a
proactive effort to increase the number of
games played, reduce labor costs and
payout errors, accumulate supplemental
revenue, and enhance security on existing
Live Pits, Interblock provides the LIVE ETG
PITS! Live ETG Pits feature a variety of
games - Blackjack, Roulette, and Baccarat,
available in multiple variations, including
LIVE DUAL ROULETTE. 

LIVE DUAL ROULETTE ETG PIT

Interblock’s Live Dual Roulette ETG Pit is
manually spun by a single Live Dealer,
alternating from one wheel to the other,
with guided messages on the Croupier
Interface. The overlapping game times
increases the number of player results up
to 120 per hour, which Interblock says can
nearly double revenue.

FANTINI 'S  PRE-G2E GUIDE
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Celebration. Team. Spirit. High Reward.

This is the slogan with which Konami
enters G2E, showcasing the SYNKROS
casino system solutions, and new gaming
content that is focused on creating more
winning moments in the wake of what it
calls a successful showcase last year.

Konami will demo premium games, core
for-sale slot content, historical horse racing
machines, and Class II as well as further
updates to SYNKROS systems’ technology.

For games, Konami will continue to expand
on its Dimension line and marque product
Lucky Drums on the Dimension 49J
cabinet. Also on this cabinet will be
additional base game titles for its All
Aboard and Ocean Spin game series. New
game series will also be showcased at G2E
including America’s Rich Life, BattleBots
and Bull Blitz.

America’s Rich Life is a premium slot that
has patriotic themes and wheel-spins. It
features licensed song Living in America by
James Brown. AMERICA'S RICH LIFE

 ON DIMENSION 49J

Booth #1256
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LUCKY DRUMS
ON DIMENSION 49

Konami points out that the Dimension 49J
consistently ranks among the industry’s
top premium-leased cabinets.

On the Dimension 49 cabinet, which is a
portrait cabinet that is a more streamlined
cost option for operators with a lot of the
same key elements as the Dimension 49J
curve, Konami is highlighting Lucky Drums.
This new multi-level progressive slot series
comes with a wide range of multi-
denomination options. Games in the series
include Lucky Drums Lion and Lucky
Drums Dragon.

On the Dimension 49 cabinet, which is a
portrait cabinet that is a more streamlined
cost option for operators with a lot of the
same key elements as the Dimension 49J
curve, Konami is highlighting Lucky Drums.
This new multi-level progressive slot series
comes with a wide range of multi-
denomination options. Games in the series
include Lucky Drums Lion and Lucky
Drums Dragon.

For historical horse racing, Konami is
showcasing its classic titles as well as some
new content at G2E. The games are
offered on Dimension 49J, Dimension 49
and Dimension 27. Titles include All
Aboard, Dynamite Dash, Piggy Pennies and
more.



There is record momentum for Konami’s
SYNKROS system, the company said, and
the latest technology on display at G2E will
be an all-in-one Title 31 and AML system
SYNK31. 

SYNK 31 is comprehensive for Title 31 anti-
money laundering that allows SYNKROS to
gather, track, review and complete all AML
requirements and provides near real-time
results and case management for
particular patrons or incidents.

Konami’s booth will be significantly bigger
than last year as it brings more games and
additional categories including HHR, Class
II and VLTS.

It is also thrilling to have international
visitation back to the booth as well, the
company said.

 America's Rich Life on
Dimension 49J
 Lucky Drums on Dimension 49
 SYNK 31

Must–See Products
1.

2.
3.
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Light & Wonder will have its first showcase
at G2E under its new name and with a new
vision that highlights a broader focus on
cross-platform products.

This will include not just land-based and
online casino products, but also crossing
the bridge from electronic table games to
physical tables, free-play and social gaming
to real money. 

All lines of the business will be showcased
at the booth, including an area that will be
dedicated specifically to cross-platform
products. 

Light & Wonder will unveil new content
that includes updates of its most popular
game franchises, hardware, electronic
table games, systems and technology, with
the majority of products at the booth to be
available within the next six months.

 

 

Booth#1116 
Light & Wonder will also launch its LIVE
DEALER product by Authentic Gaming
which it calls a complete, premium live
gaming experience.

An example of the cross-platform product
will be what it describes as a key game
called Roulette X, which allows players to
choose their own volatility up to 500 times
on an electronic table game platform. 

JIN JI BAO XI ON KASCADA



The Kascada Dual Screen will be on display
with the Dragon Unleashed game, which
will be available on the cabinet by year-end.
The cabinet itself is currently for sale. 

The Landmark 7000 mechanical reel will
also be showcased with Frank Sinatra and
Johnny Cash games. This cabinet will be
launched right before G2E.  
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In terms of online casino, Light & Wonder
will have a Roulette X live dealer game and
will also soon have a random number
generated version of the game. 

Jackpot Festival, the first online wide-area
progressive in the US, will also be
showcased. The game is the perfect
combination from a product and content
point of view and should be launched in the
fourth quarter, Light & Wonder said. 

Light & Wonder is another supplier that
expects G2E’s attendance to be strong with
the return of international customers and
employees, though not at 2019 levels.

LIVE DEALER by Authentic Gaming
 Kascada Dual Screen
 Landmark 7000 mechanical reel 

Must–See Products
1.
2.
3.

JOHNNY CASH THE MAN IN BLACK ON
LANDMARK 3000
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Novomatic will bring a substantial variety of
entertaining premium and core games,
systems, progressive jackpot products,
sports betting and more to this year’s G2E.

As always, Novomatic will feature a theme
at the booth with various branding and
characters on the floor with this year being
Candelas de los Muertos, one of its
premium slot games.  

The biggest new product for Novomatic will
be the launch of new upright cabinet series
DIAMOND X 1.55J curved screen and
DIAMOND C 2.32 dual screen. Nearly every
game at the booth will be on the cabinets. 

The cabinets’ features include a visually
enclosed framework for crisp presentation
of game content, silhouette LED lighting
that synchs with game-play and an
integrate topper to cater to enhanced
progressive support and strong visibility on
slot floors.

The THUNDER CASH X Link on Diamond X
is Novomatic’s latest in the progressive
segment with what it says is an exciting set
of titles including THUNDER CASH and
MONEY PARTY. 

Booth #1259

CANDELAS DE LOS MUERTOS -
SENORITA SUERTE ON 

DIAMOND X 1.55J

Other games on the DIAMOND X cabinets
will include Lady Victoria, Amazon Diamond,
Money Party, and Yummy Yummy, which is
currently trending upward on casino floors
as a high-limit theme. 
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ULTRA BOOST will also be prominently
displayed with a 360 degree LED ring. The
game family, which features the Grand
Eagle, Great American Buffalo and Tiger
Storm games, was initially showcased at
last year’s G2E.  

Outside of slots, Novomatic will also
showcase sports betting self-service kiosks
including the ActionBook Compact table-
top and ActionBook Plus multi-screen. 

Both terminals offer quick response times
with a user-friendly, touch monitor
experience. 

In terms of systems, the Novomatic
Biometric System will be on display
including retinal scans, controlled access to
gaming floors, responsible gaming and
virtual tickets. 

Novomatic continues to expand in
distributed gaming and will have new VLT
content to showcase.

Overall, the booth will be the same size as
last year with the same amount of games.
Like many others, Novomatic will have an
international presence this year given the
easing of COVID restrictions. 

 

THUNDER CASH X-  CANDELAS DE LOS
MUERTOS SENOR MUERTE

Must–See Products
 

1. Diamond X 1.55J and Diamond X 2.32
2. Thunder Cash X Link
3. Novomatic ActionBook
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